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Why this research paper series?
In a country of 1.3 billion people where problems are deep-rooted, complex and generally progress faster than
solutions can catch up, individual eﬀorts often fall short. Our greatest social problems are systemic — they are
entrenched and perpetuated by a labyrinth of socio-economic and cultural issues. In order to achieve the
sustainable wellbeing of communities, we have to tackle systemic problems by going together rather than going
alone.
This research paper series is intended as a tool, useful aid and dialogue enabler among diverse groups of social
entrepreneurs, practitioners, funders, policy makers, support organisations, government and more. Designed to
be a compilation of the current landscape of trends, gaps and opportunities, best practices and
recommendations around state development proﬁles, development themes such as gender, livelihoods as well as
functional themes such as collective impact, each paper in the series aims to serve as a ready reference to further
conversations towards more informed collaborations, funding and implementation.

About ATST

At The Same Table™ (ATST) is an equal platform for free and frank discussions on issues and ideas that collectively
concern the funding community. It is hosted by EdelGive every quarter.
ATST allows donors to discuss issues that help in understanding the nuances of the development sector. It
encourages a free sharing of views and ideas. It is an all donor event with not more than two NGOs tabling a
signiﬁcant issue, not commonly discussed. Chatham House rules are followed. The ATSTs encourage donor-NGO
dialogue to address issues of funding within the social sector. NGOs are drawn from local geographies to set
context.
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About the paper
Designed as a development brief on Maharashtra, this paper provides a comprehensive snapshot of the state’s
progress on economic, social and environmental parameters. The paper highlights Maharashtra’s development
performance vis-a-vis other Indian states in the following focus areas: Education, Health, Nutrition, WASH,
Livelihood, Environment and Women empowerment. Apart from examining trends, gaps, assets and intra-state
disparities, the paper also provides a glimpse of the solution ecosystem in the state as well as development funding
ﬂows from various quarters including government and CSR.
The paper aims to provide philanthropic funders an overview of Maharashtra’s development, most prominent gaps
across the state and districts, areas for collaboration, and models that can be emulated.

Key Summary
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Maharashtra is one of the most industrialised
states in the country producing 14.5% of
India’s nominal income, and contributing to
14.6% of its GDP, highest in the country.
Agriculture and allied activities support
majority of the population yet contribute only
11.8% to GSDP. Absence of adequate credit,
drought conditions, the pink bollworm
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Acute

malnutrition

coupled

with

the

withdrawal of government nutrition schemes,
gender equality threatened by traﬃcking and
low workforce participation remain areas of
concern.

7

sector and governance remain central to the
state’s policies, with the government aligning
policies actively with SDGs.
There is signiﬁcant focus on increasing jobs in
Maharashtra in sectors such as auto,
engineering, electronics, textile and defence
through Retail Trade Policy-2016, Electronics
Policy-2016, Single Window Policy-2016, etc.

epidemic in 2017, and high input costs aﬀect
productivity.

Agriculture, industry, infrastructure, social

6

Development sees extreme district variations
with tribal districts like Nandurbar and
Gadchiroli lagging behind other developed
districts. 49.5% of government funding (INR
1,81,804 crore) is directed towards the
development sector (education, healthcare

Maharashtra ranks 1st among all Indian states

rural

development,

agriculture

among

in CSR spending.

others). However, the quantum of funding
(2016-17) as a percentage of GSDP is very low
(7.6% in 2016-17).
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Maharashtra: A snapshot
Maharashtra is the second largest state in India in terms of population and has 36
districts functioning under six revenue divisions viz. Konkan, Pune, Nashik,
Aurangabad, Amravati and Nagpur. One of the highly industrialised states, a major
IT growth centre and a pioneer in small scale industries, Maharashtra is regarded
as a developed state. Yet, a closer look at indicators reveals the contrasting status
prevalent in the northern and eastern regions reporting over 50% population living
below the poverty line.i

Population

Per Capita Income

Health Development Index

112.4 Million (Census 2011)

Maharashtra: INR 1,80,596

Maharashtra Rank: 6
of 21 larger states

Male: 51.83%
Female: 48.17%
Rural: 54.78 %
Urban: 45.22 %

Growth Rate: 9.1%
India: INR 1,12,764
60.15% HIGHER than
national average

Internet Access

Net Enrolment Ratio
in Schools

Urban: 17.04% (19.15 million)
Rural: 8.77% (9.85 million)

Primary: 85.79 % vs.
national average of 87.30%
Secondary school: 59.94 % vs.
national average of 51.26%
Girl Child Enrolment: 46.85%

Workforce Participation
Rate
Maharashtra: 51.6%
LOWER than
India average: 54%
Female Participation:
322 per 1000 population

Ease of Doing
Business (EoDB)
Maharashtra Rank: 13
of 29 states and
7 union territories

Financial Inclusion
CRISIL Inclusix1 for
Maharashtra: Rank 17
among 28 States, 7 UTs

Sex Ratio
Maharashtra: 929
HIGHER than
India average: 900

Religions
Hindus: 79.83%
Muslims: 11.54%
Christians: 0.96%
Scheduled Tribes: 9.35%
Scheduled Castes: 11.81%

Source: Census (2011), Socio Economic Outlook (2018), Niti Aayog (2016), Ease of Doing Business, Government (2018), CRISIL (2018),
Government Data Portal (2016), Census (2011), Rajya Sabha (2016), World Bank (2013), CRISIL (2015), Niti Aayog (2015), Census (2011)

Development trends and milestones
Policy:
The government of Maharashtra is actively aligning its policies with the ﬁve core pillars of vision 2030:
agriculture, industry, infrastructure, social sector and governance. The state government has also
completely aligned its policies with the attainment of the SDG goalsii. New policies focused on Fintech
and Electric Vehicle Manufacturing have been launched for the provision of innovative ﬁnancial
services to the poor, and reduction of carbon footprint respectively. The Maharashtra state Innovative
Startup Policy 2018 is targeting the development of 15 incubators which are attracting INR 5000 crores
investment, facilitating 10,000 startups and creating 500,000 direct and indirect jobsiii. In addition,
there is substantial focus on agriculture, with a goal of doubling farmers’ yields and incomes by 2022.

CRISIL Inclusix is an index that measures the extent of ﬁnancial inclusion in India across its 666 districts.

1
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Technology:
The government has piloted Aadhar-enabled PDS that saved 4500 metric tonnes of food grain in the
ﬁrst month of implementation.iv 62 categories of beneﬁts are being transferred through DBTs with a
plan to route all subsidies in the next ﬁve years.v For agriculture, DBT is given for Micro-irrigation, EGS
Horticulture scheme & schemes under Mission on Integrated Development of Horticulture (MIDH). The
government is also working towards provisioning POS machines at ration shops to enable cashless
transactions.vi The government plans to roll out blockchain pilot projects in the areas of ﬁnancial
inclusion, land records, supply-chain ﬁnancing, goods and farm insurance and motor vehicle
registration.vii Maharashtra is the ﬁrst state to unveil a public cloud technology to speed up
e-governance.viii It is the state with the highest number of cities shortlisted under the smart cities
initiative.ix
Economy:
Housing 9.3% of the nation’s population, Maharashtra produces 14.5% of India’s nominal income and
14.6% of its GDP at market prices. Additionally, despite the fact that the state’s population has boomed
from 96 million to 112.4 million between 2000-01 and 2015-16, the state’s PCI has gone up more than
four times over from Rs. 28,540 to Rs. 1,47,399 in the same period.x
Maharashtra’s GSDP in 2016-17 was USD 336.4 billion and accounted for 14.8% of India’s GDP, the
highest among all states. At a CAGR of 13.6%, the tertiary sector has been the fastest growing among
the three sectors from 2011-12 to 2016-17. Growth has been driven by trade, hotels, real estate,
ﬁnance, insurance, transport, communications and other services. However, there is a high disparity in
per capita gross value added among districts, with Mumbai (INR 2,58,749) being the highest and the
Nandurbar (INR 66,110) being the lowest.xi Agriculture & allied activities sector continues to carry a
major share of burden of the population as well as workforce and therefore, continue to play an
important role in the economy of the state. However, agriculture contributes only 11.8% to GSDP.
Absence of adequate credit, drought conditions, the pink bollworm epidemic in 2017, and high input
costs, among others, place agriculture in a state of crisis every year.xii
Livelihood:
Since 2005, job growth in Maharashtra, led by services, has been higher than many other states. Today,
one in three workers in Maharashtra has a salaried job, which is among the highest in the country.
Maharashtra also has the third lowest unemployment rate, next to Gujarat and Karnataka.xiii However,
there is signiﬁcant focus required to increase the number of jobs if Maharashtra has to achieve a
trillion-dollar economy status by 2025.xiv The state has identiﬁed industrial sectors like Auto,
Engineering, Electronics, Textile and Defence as focus sectors and formulated Retail Trade Policy-2016,
Electronics Policy-2016, Single Window Policy-2016, Policy for SC / ST Entrepreneurs and Policy for IT &
ITeS-2015. The state has the 6th highest number of SHGs. Between 2013-14 and 2014-15 the number of
MSMEs in the state doubled; as ASSOCHAM 2017 report declared that Maharashtra is 2nd highest in the
country in number of registered MSMEs.xv
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Health and Nutrition:
Maharashtra maintained rank 6 between 2014-15 and 2015-16 in Niti Aayog’s health development
index. Stunting prevalence among children under ﬁve declined from 46.3% to 34.4% which is below the
national average.xvi The state has the second lowest MMR and the third lowest IMR. Most states have
made limited progress in reducing the vacancies of specialists at district hospitals yet Maharashtra has
shown substantial (11%) increase of specialists.xvii However, some glaring gaps persist. Wasting, or low
weight for height, among children under ﬁve years increased by 9.1% over 10 years and every single
district in Maharashtra has wasting levels higher than 15%. Between NFHS3 and NFHS4, Maharashtra
reported a decline in immunisation coverage. Five years of drought, coupled with the withdrawal of
government nutrition schemes in the past two years, has led to a dramatic regional increase in
malnutrition. Maharashtra is the third costliest state for healthcare in rural India and 80.8% of the rural
population still chooses to go to private hospitals. This points to an estimated increase in out of pocket
expenditure (INR 3,578 for Maharashtra vs. INR 3,198 for India per delivery).xviii
Gender:
Women in Maharashtra have seen mixed progress over the years. Gender gaps in schooling have
narrowed for the young in Maharashtra, with more girls being enrolled in school till the age of 12
between 2005 and 2012. The Female Workers Participation Rate was 31.0 compared to the national
average of 25.5. While most rural women work, their participation has fallen from 66% in 2005 to 52%
in 2012. This could be attributed to the decline in agriculture, the main source of employment for rural
women. Other jobs created have been in construction and utilities, where women ﬁnd their role to be
limited. The situation is much worse in urban areas where only 22% women participate in the formal
economy.xix Maharashtra has for years been a major destination of sex traﬃcking where victims are
lured with the promise of jobs but are sold into sex slavery or domestic servitude. The state has the
dubious distinction of high ranks in several elements relating to women: second highest in the number
of women traﬃcked, top in the list of states with the highest cases of missing women, and top in the list
of states with the highest number of stalking cases.
Migration:
According to the 2011 Census, Maharashtra has 5.73 crore internal migrants, the second highest in the
country. 43% of Mumbai’s population is composed of migrants.xx Additionally, according to the latest
Maharashtra Economic Survey, only 23.5% of the state’s migration ﬁgures come from rural to urban
transitions. The Economic Survey of India 2017 estimates that the magnitude of inter-state migration in
India was close to 9 million annually between 2011 and 2016 and the major destination states were
Delhi, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh and Kerala.
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Social performance of the states
With the aim of becoming a trillion-dollar economy by 2025, the government is investing heavily in sectors such as
education and skilling and these areas are seeing great progress. The state, however, continues to struggle in the
sectors of health and nutrition, and these struggles are understood better, when looked at from a district lens.

0.2500

0.7944

Progress
Challenge

PM10 is particulate matter 10 micrometers or less in diameter and Exposure to particle pollution is a public health hazard.
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The story behind: Gaps explained
While the state seems to show progress on all parameters, certain districts come across as the more obviously
neglected ones, especially in the regions of Vidarbha and Marathwada. Niti Aayog has identiﬁed Osmanabad,
Gadchiroli, Washim and Nandurbar as aspirational districts for the state, of which Nandurbar and Gadchiroli stand
out as poorest performers when looking at district-level indicators.

Health and Nutrition:
Nandurbar
Nagpur

Amravati

Dhule

Gondia
Bhandara

The districts of Nandurbar and Gadchiroli struggle

Jalgaon
Akola

Wardha

Buldhana
Nashik

the most in terms of health and nutrition. Nearly half

Chandrapur

Yavatmal

Washim
Aurangabad
Jalna

Thane

Hingoli

Mumbai

Parbhani

Beed
Raigad

Gadchiroli

Ahmednagar

Pune

(47.6%) and Yavatmal (47.4%). Up to 22.2% of

Nanded

Osmanabad

Latur

Normalised Score
Satara

Ratnagiri

Solapur

Sangli
Kolhapur

children under ﬁve are wasted in Gadchiroli and

Poor

Average

Good

55.4% of children are underweight in Nandurbar. The

0.28-0.49

0.49-0.69

0.69-0.9

tribal district of Gadchiroli (22.2%) and Chandrapur

Indicators analysed- IMR, MMR,
No. of schools with mid-day meals,
stunting, wasting, underweight,
women with anaemia (%)

Sindhudurg

of all children under ﬁve are stunted– in Nandurbar

Figure 1: Health and Nutrition in Maharashtra
Source: NFHS (2016), DISE (2016), National Health Systems Resource Centre (2013-14)

(16.1%) report wasting among children under ﬁve equivalent to conﬂict-ridden countries.lxv
The tribal dominated areas in Nandurbar are

forested, hilly and inaccessible with poor infrastructure. Tribals rely on the forest to eet certain nutrient needs,
but these are not being met due to deforestation. Deﬁciency of minerals, vitamins and proteins are major causes of
malnutrition, the other being high anaemia among pregnant women (48%).lxvi Most of the PHCs do not have their
own buildings, staﬀ quarters or suﬃcient staﬀ. Doctor to patient ratio in Maharashtra is 1:1,191, while WHO
recommends it to be at least 1:250. The ratio is worse in tribal districts – for e.g. in Gadchiroli, it is 1:11,000.lxvii Due
to the lack of good roads and transport facilities, patients have to reach on foot or by “bambulance.”3 Patients in
critical conditions are unable to obtain medical help on time due to the unavailability of vehicles.lxviii

Gender:

Nandurbar
Nagpur

Amravati

Dhule

Gondia
Bhandara

Sex ratio has remained a cause of concern in the state

Jalgaon
Akola

Wardha

Buldhana
Nashik

Yavatmal

Washim

of Maharashtra. According to the state health

Chandrapur

Aurangabad
Jalna

Thane

Beed
Pune

Osmanabad

Satara

Ratnagiri

Gadchiroli

Ahmednagar

Mumbai
Raigad

Hingoli

Solapur

Sangli

Parbhani

plummeted by 49 in Washim district, 46 in Pune and

Nanded

Latur

Normalised Score

34 in Osmanabad. Mumbai observed an upward

Poor

Average

Good

trend from 933 in 2015 to 936.lxix However, Mumbai

0.35-0.49

0.49-0.62

0.62-0.75

seems to struggle in other areas of women

Kolhapur

Sindhudurg

department report in 2016, the sex ratio has

Indicators analysed- Women (15- 49 years)
with anaemia (%), No. of crimes against
women, drop-out rate, female labour force
participation, literacy rate (%)

Figure 2: Gender Empowerment in Maharashtra
Source: NFHS(2016), DISE(2016), Government Open Source (2014), Department of
Labour (2014)

empowerment.
In rural areas, women are actively involved in
agricultural activities. However, the wage gap is

A human (or animal) propelled gurney, made commonly from bamboo polls, meant to transfer the sick or injured across rural terrain.
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prominent with women being employed for lesser paid activities such as sowing, weeding, cross-pollination and
harvesting. Mumbai has the lowest female workforce participation rate in Maharashtra. Job growth in Mumbai has
been driven by the organised sector with a focus on manufacturing and construction, oﬀering fewer roles for
women. Another factor could be the rising number of jobs in the informal sector. Women work as domestic help,
daily wage labourers in manufacturing units or low-wage workers in the service sector.
The number of crimes against women in Mumbai is also increasing. Mumbai has seen a 96% increase in rape cases
and a 165% rise in molestation cases over the last four years, according to data from the annual report of the Praja
Foundation.lxx Maharashtra is one of the worst drought aﬀected states, with successive years of poor rainfall
ravaging crops, killing livestock, drying up reservoirs and forcing farmers into indebtedness, leading to suicides. In
the state’s Jalna district, it is not unusual to see homes populated by destitute women and children left in the care
of older relatives who keep an eye on their homes and parched ﬁelds while some migrate for better job
opportunities. As a result of migration, many single women and widows have been traﬃcked into prostitution in the
cities.lxxi

Education:
Nandurbar
Nagpur

Amravati

Dhule

Gondia
Bhandara

Jalgaon
Akola
Washim

were Beed and Gadchiroli districts. In a 2018 study,

Wardha

Buldhana
Nashik

Chandrapur

Yavatmal

11,000 students were surveyed by Child Relief and

Aurangabad
Jalna

Thane

Beed
Raigad

Pune

Osmanabad

Satara

Ratnagiri

Gadchiroli

Parbhani
Nanded

You (CRY) in 122 schools in Pune, Ahmednagar,
Gadchiroli, Parbhani, Aurangabad, Latur, Beed and

Latur

Normalised Score

Solapur

Mumbai. The study found that 57% of the schools did

Poor

Average

Good

not have a full-time headmaster. Teachers and

0.41-0.54

0.54-0.67

0.67-0.8

students were responsible for cleaning the toilets in

Sangli
Kolhapur

Sindhudurg

Hingoli

Ahmednagar

Mumbai

The poorest performers on educational parameters

Indicators analysed- Drop Out Rate Primary, Learning
Outcomes, Government school Enrolment, No. of schools
with boundary wall, Boy’s and girl’s toilet, computers,
drinking water, electricity, playground and approachable
by all- weather roads, single classroom, single teacher (%)

Figure 3: Education in Maharashtra
Source: DISE (2016)

69% of the schools. The survey also found that 13%
schools did not have sturdy buildings and 37% did not
have compound walls.

As far as learning outcomes are concerned, the 2017 National Achievement Survey report on standard X results
shows that the districts of Pune and Latur have done relatively well whereas the regions of Marathwada and
Vidarbha have been ignored. About 70% of the students scored between 0-35% in mathematics and science in this
region, with lowest scores recorded in Gachiroli. With increasing movement of markets towards private school
education, another area of concern remains the distance that students in tribal areas have to travel for education,
especially in districts such as Yavatmal.lxxii

Poverty:
Leaving aside the four highly urbanised districts in Maharashtra - Mumbai, Pune, Thane and Nagpur, conditions in
the rest of Maharashtra are barely better than in low-income states such as Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan or
Odisha.
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The rural economy of Maharashtra, like any other
Nandurbar

Amravati

Dhule

Nagpur

Gondia
Bhandara

Jalgaon
Akola

Wardha

Buldhana
Nashik

Washim

Yavatmal

state of India, is largely dependent on agriculture.
While agriculture’s contribution to the state income
has rapidly declined, the workforce has continued to

Chandrapur

Aurangabad
Jalna

Thane

Mumbai

Beed
Raigad

Pune

Osmanabad

Satara

Ratnagiri

Hingoli

Gadchiroli

Ahmednagar
Parbhani

of economic growth to the rural economy of Maha-

Nanded

rashtra is one of the reasons of relatively high

Latur

Solapur

Sangli
Kolhapur

Sindhudurg

depend on this sector. The slow trickle-down eﬀect

poverty rate in the state.lxxiii In Nandurbar, 70.30% of
% of household below poverty line
Poor

Average

Good

51-35

35-18

18-0

Figure 4: Poverty in Maharashtra
Source: NSSO (2011-12), Tendulkar Poverty Lines (2012)

the population is Adivasi and approximately 90% of
them live below the poverty line. The district ranks
last in the state according to the Human
Development Index. Most of the Adivasi families

from Nandurbar district are migrating to Gujarat state to earn their livelihood.lxxiv At the aggregate level, Nandurbar
district in the northwest and Gadchiroli district in the east have the highest rates of poverty.
Maharashtra’s Vidarbha region is plagued by cotton farmer suicides. Maharashtra reported the most (40%)
farmer/cultivator suicides (2,550 or seven every day) in 2016.lxxv The region is largely agrarian, with production
focused on cotton, jowar, soybean and pulses. Yavatmal, Gadchiroli and Chandrapur are among India’s most
backward districts; large swathes of areas riven by Maoist insurgency. Marathwada is known for its drought, falling
as it does in the rain-shadow area of Maharashtra. It is the most underdeveloped area in the state after Vidarbha.
Marathwada also has the second-highest number of farmer suicides after Vidarbha.lxxvi Agriculture in the state is
predominantly rain-fed (only 18% of gross cropped area is irrigated).lxxvii Due to a number of reasons such as low
rainfall, lack of irrigation, low micronutrients in soil etc., the productivity of cotton of the region is lower than state
(15%) and national averages (46%). Adoption of BT cotton (nearly 100%), which is more sensitive to shortage of
water without assured irrigation and irregular rainfall, has made cotton cultivation a high cost cultivation system in
Vidarbhalxxviii

Investment landscape in Maharashtra
Government funding
The state government supplies the bulk of funding ﬂowing into the development sector in Maharashtra, i.e. INR
3,67,281 crore for 2018-19, of which 49.5% of the funding is directed towards development sector.lxxix However,
the quantum of funding (2016- 17) as a percentage of GSDP is very low (7.6% in 2016-17)lxxx and lags compared to
other states. This is being remedied by heavier government investment in the social sector.
In 2016-2017, Government’s development expenditure as a percentage of GSDP was 7.6%, which is the second
lowest in the country as the national average stands at 17.85%. The state with highest spending was Arunachal
Pradesh, with 44.1% being invested into development.lxxxi
The state government has focused on education, art and culture, agriculture, welfare of SC, ST and OBCs, health,
nutrition and rural development, with signiﬁcantly increased allocation to these sectors. However, Maharashtra’s
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spending (2017-2018) on health and agriculture is still lower compared to the average of 19 states studied by 0.8%
and 1.4% respectively. A decline from the revised 2017-18 budget and budget expense for 2018-2019 has been
observed in health by 1%, while education, health and agriculture saw no change.lxxxii
1.75%
3,126 cr

1.37%
2,437 cr

3.12%
5,566 cr

1.12%
2,007 cr

3.36%
5,995 cr

0.19%
334 cr

3.46%
6,178 cr
3.57%
6,366 cr

33.16%
59,194 cr

4.31%
7,686 cr
6.77%
12,091 cr

7.01%
12,517 cr

13.25%
23,621 cr
7.90%
14,107 cr

9.68%
17,272 cr

Figure 5: Government Funding across sectors in Maharashtra (2018-2019)
Note: As a percentage of total provision in the budget towards development sector excluding “Others” category
Source: National CSR Portal (2016)

Education, Sports, Art and Culture
Agriculture and Allied Activities
Welfare of SC, ST and OBCs
Health and Nutrition
Urban Development
Rural Development
Energy
Water Supply and Sanitation

Transport and Communications
Family, Labour and Social security welfare
Disaster Relief
Industry and Minerals
Housing
Irrigation and Flood Control
Science, Technology and Environment

CSR Funding in Maharashtra
Maharashtra ranks 1st among all Indian states in CSR spending. Maharashtra exclusively saw an inﬂow of INR
3867.24 crores between 2014-2017, about 13.84% of the total CSR spending.
Total quantum of
CSR funds (2014-17)
spent exclusively in
Maharashtra:
Maharashtra INR 3867.24 crores

The average
project cost in
Maharashtra is
INR 0.29 crores

Of the total
quantum of
CSR funds, 4.43%
originates from
PSUs.

Energy, Petroleum, Retail,
Telecommunications, and
Infrastructure companies
constituted top three
categories of spenders

Top 3 CSR funders include
Reliance Industries Ltd (990.06 cr),
Reliance Infrastructure Ltd
(89.68 cr) and Shamyak
Investment Pvt. Ltd (74.01 cr).

Healthcare (including WASH), Education and Livelihood sectors have been favourites of companies for CSR
projects. 40.79% of the CSR projects (2014- 17) in Maharashtra were implemented directly while 36.33% of
them were implemented through other implementing agencies.lxxxiii
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3.97%
154 cr
4.58%
177 cr

2.11%
82 cr

1.28%
50 cr

0.70%
27 cr

44.33%
1714 cr

5.55%
212 cr

37.48%
1,450 cr

Figure 6: CSR spending across various sectors in Maharashtra (2014-2017)
Source: National CSR Portal
All ﬁgures in INR Crore

Health, Eradicating Hunger, Poverty and Malnutrition, Safe Drinking Water, Sanitation
Education, Diﬀerently Abled, Livelihood
Rural Development
Environment, Animal Welfare, Conservation of Resources
Others
Gender Equality, Women Empowerment, Old age homes, Reducing inequalities
Government initiatives, PM Relief Fund, Swachh Bharat Kosh, Clean Ganga fund
Heritage Art and Culture
From 2014- 2017, NTPC Limited and Reliance Industries Limited remained top spenders in Education, Livelihoods,
Health, eradicating poverty, and WASH in Maharashtra. Environmental sustainability saw the highest funding
from Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Limited and ITC Limited. Rural development received maximum funding
from HDFC Limited and ICICI Bank Limited; while women empowerment’s top funder is Hindustan Unilever
Limited.
Reliance Industries Limited collaborated with The Bombay Community Public Trust’s English E-Teach (EET) project
to ensure employment opportunities for poor children by imparting English speaking skills. So far, this education
initiative has reached about two lakh children in Maharashtra. Reliance Industries Limited is also actively working
with the state government in 53 villages of Parbhani and Yavatmal districts of Maharashtra for sustainable
development through ‘Mission Village Transformation’.lxxxiv ITC’s Integrated Watershed Development Programme
under its social investments programme called ‘Sunehra Kal’ helped conserve soil and moisture for over 1,65,000
households covering 40 districts across ten stateslxxxv, with 15,081 hectares conserved in Maharashtra with an
achievement rate of 35%.lxxxvi Hindustan Unilever Limited under ‘Prabhat’ programme is empowering
underprivileged communities, especially women in Chiplun, Maharashtra through Corporate School On Wheels,
a fully customized mobile training bus with beauty, tailoring and computer labs.lxxxvii
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District wise CSR Funding in Maharashtra
There is a clear supply-demand gap with many districts receiving no to least funding from CSR.
District wise, Greater Bombay constituting
Nandurbar
6.09 Cr

Dhule
4.30 Cr

Buldhana
0.88 Cr

Akola
2.14 Cr

Nashik
38.08 Cr

Washim
0.02 Cr
Aurangabad
99.65 Cr

Thane
68.47 Cr

Raigad
137.31 Cr

Pune
3.70 Cr

Bhandara
2.73 Cr

Wardha
17.64 Cr
Yavatmal
2.72 Cr

Nanded
1.78 Cr

and Washim saw no funds. Buldana received
less than 1 cr (0.88 cr). Sindhudurg and
Jalgaon received funds of just over 1 cr.lxxxviii
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and education outcomes. Yet, they fall short
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Figure 7: Distribution of district-wise CSR spending in Maharashtra
Source: National CSR Portal
Note: Total CSR spending analysed is 1378.35 cr between FY 2014-17, of companies that specify spending in these districts.

Philanthropic Funding in Maharashtra
Domestic: Maharashtra has seen considerable interest among several HNWIs such as Azim Premji, Rohini
Nilekani, Hemendra Kothari, Ronnie and Zarina Screwvala, Amit and Archana Chandra among others, making
contributions to development eﬀorts in the state, especially in the ﬁeld of education, health, livelihoods,
community development, environment and sanitation.

Azim Premji Philanthropic
Initiatives

Made grants to six partners in districts like Mumbai, Pune, Nagpur, Palghar,
Thane, and others in Maharashtra across three focus areas- vulnerable
groups, governance and nutrition.lxxxix

Arghyam

Set up by Rohini Nilekani, its focus areas include groundwater and sanitation
with grants amounting to INR 1.87 crores towards districts of Satara, Pune,
Dhule and Ahmednagar.xc

Wildlife Conservation
Trust (WCT)

Funded by Hemendra Kothari, it actively works in 69 villages of Bramhapuri
division of Chandrapur district with an emphasis on forest and wildlife
conservation.xci

Swades Foundation

Founded by Ronnie and Zarina Screwvala, it currently works in Raigad district
in Maharashtra across education, WASH, health and nutrition, livelihoods
and economic development.xcii

Amit and Archana
Chandra

With an aim to give 75% of their earnings every year, Amit and Archana
Chandra work actively to ﬁnd sustainable solutions for drought alleviation,
income improvement and women empowerment in Maharashtra.xciii
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International Funding:
World Bank

International Finance Corporation (IFC)

• USD 100 Million in Maharashtra Agricultural
Competitiveness Project for India to increase the
productivity, proﬁtability, and market access of
the farming community in Maharashtraxciv

• Singapore-based commodities merchant Olam
International Ltd is raising USD 175 million from
International Finance Corp and part of the
funding will be used for Olam's projects related
to upgrade of sugar and spices production
facilities in the states of Maharashtra and Kerala
in Indiaxcvii

• Investment of USD 165 Million in Maharashtra
Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Program
Project (RWSS) to improve the performance of
Maharashtra's sector institutions in planning,
implementation and monitoring of its Rural
Water Supply and Sanitation Program and to
improve access to quality and sustainable
services in peri-urban villages, and in
water-stressed and water quality-aﬀected
areasxcv
• The development objective of Maharashtra
Project on Climate Resilient Agriculture Project
for India is to enhance climate-resilience and
proﬁtability of smallholder farming systems in
selected districts of Maharashtra. World Bank
has invested USD 420 Million towards this
projectxcvi

• IFC will invest about Rs.320 crore in realty ﬁrm
Mahindra Lifespace Developers' industrial park
projects across Gujarat, Rajasthan, and
Maharashtra in line with IFCs strategy to
increase access to aﬀordable housing ﬁnance to
promote inclusive growth and the mission for
housing for all by 2022xcix

United Nations:

Asian Development Bank (ADB)

• Maharashtra state, with UNICEF support,
piloted a community-based care model for
4,500 seasonal migrant children. This resulted
in the state allocating USD 6.5 million to
support this approach, aimed at retaining
children in schools during the seasonal
sugarcane harvest.c

• In 2012, A USD 24.3 million Asian Development
Bank loan to continue modernization eﬀorts in
Maharashtra state’s horticultural industries was
signed as part of a USD 170 million ﬁnancing
facility that will expand agricultural value
chains, and better integrate small-scale farmers
into
value
chains
in
Nashik
and
Aurangabad-Amravati regions.cii

• UNDP is working with IKEA foundation who
have invested USD 12 million towards Disha
Project – a powerful collaboration between
stakeholders for greater participation of women
in India’s growth.ci
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• Suminter will use USD 20 Million raised by IFC
for the working capital needs of sourcing,
processing and export of certiﬁed organic
produce in Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Odisha,
Maharashtra and Karnatakaxcviii

• Agribusiness
Infrastructure
Development
Investment Program (AIDIP) aims to achieve
accelerated investment in agriculture sector
and to support related infrastructure in rural
areas as a public-private-partnership (PPP)
model with a USD 85 million funding from the
Asian Development Bankciii

Solution Ecosystem
Health and Nutrition, Gender and Environment are clear areas of focus even in terms of policies and solution
systems. While we have highlighted some organisations and policies working to close these gaps, we have also
highlighted certain working models that have worked well to set Maharashtra apart in the ﬁeld of education and
skilling.
A snapshot of the kind of initiatives that have been in operation:
Gaps

Strengths
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Collective Impact Initiatives:
EdelGive Collaborators for Transforming Education (ECE)
The Collaborators for Transforming Education is a collaboration with the Department of School
Education and Sports, Government of Maharashtra under Pragat Shaikshanik Maharashtra
(PSM). This coalition aims to identify and disseminate best practices to improve learning
outcomes of children (Class I - VII), that can be integrated into the government system using the
constructivism approach in Amravati, Gadchiroli, Nandurbar and Parbhani. The Collaborators for
Transforming Education aims to reach 608 schools, 2,102 teachers, 138 government civil servants
and 44,800 children over the programme period.
FSG Program to Improve Private Early Education
ab
c

The Program to Improve Private Early Education (PIPE) is a six-year initiative aimed at sustainably
improving the quality of aﬀordable education in urban India. FSG aims to improve the learning
outcomes of 200,000+ low-income children in APSs annually with 17 stakeholders (Funding

abc

Organisations, Corporate service providers/ partners, SPOs).

Corporate Platform for WASH in Maharashtra
Strengthens the drive to achieve an open defecation-free society through access to water along
with safe and sustainable sanitation and hygiene practices; a goal emphasised by the central and
state (Maharashtra) governments. It is a joint initiative by the India Sanitation Coalition (ISC) and
Samhita Social Ventures, the platform is supported by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and
the Government of Maharashtra. CEPT University lends knowledge support to the initiative.
Dasra 10to19
A multi-stakeholder platform that unites funders, governments, social organizations and technical
experts to reach 5 million adolescents, and move the needle on outcomes key to adolescent
empowerment - secondary education completion, delayed age of marriage, delayed age of
pregnancy and increased agency.
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Spotlight on EdelGive Partner Experiences

Key takeaways

1

Maharashtra is one of the most industrialised states in the country, registering economic development
unlike any other state. With a strong focus on MSMEs, job creation and a policy environment
conducive to industry, the state is on its way to exponential growth. Agriculture continues to support
a majority of the population, despite recording slow growth and policy focus.
With the third lowest unemployment rate, highest job creation in the country, the sixth highest number
of SHGs and doubled MSMEs, the government of Maharashtra is using industry as an engine for growth.
Focus has remained on trade, hotels, real estate, ﬁnance, insurance, transport, communications and
other services.
Agriculture contributes only 11.8% to GSDP, despite sustaining majority of the population. Unpredictable
weather changes, lack of adequate ﬁnance and the pink bollworm epidemic in 2017 among others, place
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agriculture in a state of crisis every year. There is a need to rectify this and shift focus back to agriculture, to
allow the state to sustain the growth required to become a trillion-dollar economy by 2025.
Nutrition and gender concerns continue to remain pressing gaps in the state. These essential
development issues need better focus in terms of CSR spending and collaborations.
• Nutrition: Wasting among children under ﬁve years increased by 9.1% over 10 years and every single
district in Maharashtra has wasting levels higher than 15%. Five years of drought, coupled with the
withdrawal of government nutrition schemes in the past two years, has led to a dramatic regional
increase in malnutrition with this being seen specially in the tribal districts of Nandurbar and Gadchiroli
that lack the necessary infrastructure to correct these gaps.
• Gender: Low workforce participation and safety of women continue to remain a cause of concern.
While most rural women work, their participation has fallen from 66% in 2005 to 52% in 2012. The
situation is much worse in urban areas where only 22% women participate in the formal economy. The
state ranks second highest in the number of women traﬃcked, top in the list of states with the highest

3

cases of missing women, and top in the list of states with the highest number of stalking cases.
Gender empowerment is a concern which needs to be addressed holistically through interventions
From issues of human rights such as traﬃcking to increasing women participation as part of the
workforce and improving the conditions of women on farm and adolescent health, there are several low
development indicators when it comes to gender status, which need to be improved. As indicated,
gender empowerment does not get an adequate supply of funds which needs to be rectiﬁed.
Development disparities can be seen at a district level with the Konkan region driving most of the
growth and Vidarbha and Marathwada struggling to make ends meet. Maharashtra ranks 1st among all
Indian states in CSR spending, however, there has been unequal distribution of spending across areas
of need.
There is a high disparity in per capita gross value added among districts, with Mumbai (INR 2,58,749)
being highest and Nandurbar (INR 66,110) being the lowest. In terms of health and nutrition, Nandurbar
and Gadchiroli lag due to poor infrastructure. Beed and Gadchiroli record poor learning outcomes.
Vidarbha and Marathwada record high poverty as most of the region is agrarian and drought prone.
These are also areas with least CSR funding, with majority funds being diverted to Mumbai.
Maharashtra exclusively saw an inﬂow of INR 3867.24 crores between 2014-2017, about 13.84% of the
total CSR spending, however, districts with low development such as Buldana, Washim and Hingoli saw
no funds at all.
The state has seen several innovations in collaborations and collectives that can be further
strengthened going forward:
From the FSG PIPE that seeks to improve pre-school education to ECE, EdelGive Collaborators for
Transforming Education, to the Corporate Platform for WASH in Maharashtra and the Dasra 10to19
collective, there are several collective impact initiatives in Maharashtra that brings together HNWIs,
funders, CSR, NGOs and other collaborators in order to scale impact. There is a greater impetus to bring
together more players in Maharashtra to expand newer, collective models of collaboration and
development.
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Approach and methodology
This paper is primarily grounded in secondary research, drawing on oﬃcial databases (Census 2011, Ministry of
Corporate Aﬀairs CSR spend, NFHS 2015-16, NSSO 73rd and 74th round data, DISE-2016 etc), reports and studies to
build a holistic view. Analysis of secondary datasets undertaken were available using raw data across development
indicators, obtained from oﬃcial sources.
Compilation and
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Figure 7: Methodology adopted to research the development papers

The framework used for this and further papers in the
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Figure 8: Framework for the State Development Snapshot

Disclaimer: Wherever data for Andhra Pradesh and Telangana was not made available, data for undivided Andhra Pradesh has been used.
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resources—have access to the opportunities they need to succeed in school and life. Based in
Seattle, the foundation is led by CEO Sue Desmond-Hellmann and co-chair William H. Gates Sr.,
under the direction of Bill and Melinda Gates and Warren Buﬀett.
More at:
https://www.gatesfoundation.org/Where-We-Work/India-Oﬃce
Visit us at:
Follow us on:

www.gatesfoundation.org
@gatesfoundation

@gatesfoundation

https://www.linkedin.com/company/bill-&-melinda-gates-foundation/

ABOUT SATTVA

Delivering High Impact.

Sattva (www.sattva.co.in) is a social impact strategy consulting and implementation ﬁrm. Sattva
works closely at the intersection of business and impact, with multiple stakeholders including
non-proﬁts, social enterprises, corporations and the social investing ecosystem. Sattva works on
the ground in India, Africa and South Asia and engages with leading organisations across the
globe through services in strategic advisory, realising operational outcomes, CSR, knowledge,
assessments, and co-creation of sustainable models. Sattva works to realise inclusive
development goals across themes in emerging markets including education, skill development
and livelihoods, healthcare and sanitation, digital and ﬁnancial inclusion, energy access and
environment, among others. Sattva has oﬃces in Bangalore, Mumbai, Delhi and Paris. Sattva
Knowledge works on research and insights to inﬂuence decision-making and action towards
social impact in the ecosystem in Asia. Sattva Knowledge has partnered with organisations such
as CII, USAID, AVPN, DFID, GIZ and Rockefeller Foundation to publish research, case studies and
insights, and engages sector leaders through roundtables, conferences and impact circles.
Visit us at:
Follow us on:

www.sattva.co.in
@_sattva

Reach us at: knowledge@sattva.co.in

@SattvaIndia

@sattvaindia

https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/2635534/

*For corporates who are looking to deploy their CSR Funds with great NGOs,
EdelGive is eligible to receive funds u/s 135 of the Companies Act and Foreign Funds under FCRA rules.
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